
SILENCE AND SIGN LANGUAGE IN

MEDIEVAL MONASTICISM

Silence and Sign Language in Medieval Monasticism explores the rationales
for religious silence in early medieval abbeys and the use of nonverbal
forms of communication among monks when rules of silence forbade
them from speaking. After examining the spiritual benefits of personal
silence as a form of protection against the perils of sinful discourse in early
monastic thought, this work shows how the monks of the abbey of Cluny
(founded in 910 in Burgundy) were the first to employ a silent language of
meaning-specific hand signs that allowed them to convey precise infor-
mation without recourse to spoken words. Scott Bruce discusses the
linguistic character of the Cluniac sign language, its central role in the
training of novices, the precautions taken to prevent its abuse, and
the widespread adoption of this custom in other abbeys throughout
Europe, which resulted in the creation of regionally specific idioms of
this silent language.
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Fast gleichen sie einander alle;
in Gottes Gärten schweigen sie,

wie viele, viele Intervalle
in seiner Macht und Melodie

Rainer Maria Rilke, Die Engel (1902)
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Note on Latin words and biblical citations

Several of the words for signified objects that appear in the monastic sign
lexicons of the Middle Ages are not attested in any other source from the
period (Tables 1 and 3–5). While it is reasonable to deduce the general
meaning of some of these terms (rufeolae, for instance, are clearly a special
kind of bread), others resist a reliable translation without further corro-
boration of their meaning (for example, navetum, verves, cigara and burcio-
lum). When in doubt, I have left the original Latin term untranslated.
The biblical citations in this book refer to the Vulgate, which follows

the numbering of the Psalms found in the Septuagint rather than the
original Hebrew.
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